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Here is the inside scoop depending on which service you get and the condition of the car: 

1.5 -3.5 working hours. WE START by putting your car under a shade canopy so it stays 

nice and cool! Hot paint does not like to be worked on! Then we take a few before 

photos, fire up the chemicals and generators and we are off! 

Then we... 

[ ] Degrease, scrub & detail all 4 tires and  rims even deep inside the rims, also, brake calipers, lug 

nuts, fender wells are all scrubbed. This can take 30 minutes to 2.5 hours depending on type of car, 

wheels/rims and severity of brake dust buildup.  

[ ] Look for any tar, bug spots and road paint you may have acquired. Remove first before the main 

wash; spray needs to soak on for 10 minutes to loosen tar and bugs.   If you have paint or an abundance 

of tar, road spatter, and dried in filth found mostly on lower part of your cars surfaces. (Especially 

Road Paint) this can be an extra charge because of time and chemicals Involved) 1 hour in some cases 

[ ] Soak and brush clean both the front grill, as well as bumpers front and rear. We do raise the hood 

and check engine compartment, battery, valve covers, oil cover paint and trim as well as the painted 

parts of the hood and engine compartment (Engine Detailing is usually an extra charge for time and 

chemicals involved 1.5 hours and ranges from $60- $175 for this service)  

[ ] Open all doors and degrease and clean out the lock, door jams and all moving parts in the door jams  

[ ] Hand micro fiber pad/wash cars exterior with eco friendly Surf City Garage pacific blue wash soap, 

then power rinse, then apply a healing hand Micro Plush Towel dry for a spotless clean finish. 

Do appropriate walk around and continue until satisfied 

Head on inside to the interior cleaning, 3-4 hours 

[ ] Q-tip detail/tooth brush with professional surf city garage cleaners and conditioners; to include all  

dashboard, vents, gauges, window and mirror adjustments, convertible top mechanisms, steering 

wheel, gas, brake, clutch pedals, center consoles emergency brake, ash trays, cup holders and all the 

hard to reach places are cleaned to a dirt fee new look! 

[ ] Polish the door panels, handles and door trim.  Remove all dings and scratches on heel guards on 

drivers and passenger’s side along with surrounding paint and trim around every door and trunk entry. 

Those scuff marks take about 5 min each to get off, and we don’t use a cleaner to do it.. we have a 

secret weapon that works pretty darn good! 
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[ ] Steel Rake Vacuum the interior carpet surface will restore the carpets life and knap. This style of 

vacuuming gets ALL of the sand and dirt out of the fibers which makes shampooing more effective, 

really raises the nap of your carpet again so it looks new.  

[ ]  Dry Foam Shampoo the carpets and floor mats, Pre treat stains and remove if possible, search for 

hidden spills under seats and along the center console between drivers and passage seats as well as .  

Steam clean if needed, and we can add fabric guard to carpet if requested, we charge $35 extra for 

this service but it makes it easy to clean dried coffee! 

[ ] Open trunks and spare tire compartments and repeat above. 

Head back outside to make finishing touches 2 - 3 hours (unless Ultimate VIP detail) 24 

hour wait required for paint glaze and sealant to bond. 

[ ] See the char on our services page; Pre cut the paint, or we use the Clay Bar first before applying 

polish, resin or wax paint to ensure that no scratches, dirt, acid rain, environmental fallout, haze and 

dried in bird droppings are present. 

[ ] Polish all headlights, blinker lights, fog lights and tail lights. (If yellowing or hazing is occurring we 

are able to restore clarity, & visibly to lenses to a “like new” condition, but this is a separate charge 

of $60) 

[ ] Revisit and make sure tires are dried, as well polished. (White glove works well here) 

[ ] Roll down and clean off window edges, this is usually missed with window cleaners and polishes.  

Make sure there are no streaks, haze, fingerprints or bare spots. Treat with repellent if included in 

price, if not it is an upgrade. 

Go back and finish up on the interior again 30 – 60 min 

[ ] Clean off all inside windows/mirrors. 

[ ] Make sure windshield, side mirrors, back window, sunroof and rear view is streak free or optimum 

clarity. 

[ ] Open glove compartment, re check all areas and re-vacuum, as well as clean and shine anything 

that was missed. 

[ ] Q-tip and Air compress vents to ensure that they are dust free. 

[ ] Check interior for any leftover stains, if I spot a stain, I re-shampoo and steel rake vacuum one last 

time. Add appropriate aroma organic therapy to interior for a pleasant driving experience. I usually use 

organic cinnamon or lavender drops. 
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[ ] Place mats outside to steel rake vacuum, shampoo, and let dry. Condition and replace after dry. Or 

order new ones from the dealer and have them dropped shipped to your address 

 

 

 

 

 After all is said and done, I make sure that you do another inspection to ensure that the 

car/boat, plane, Motorcycle or RV is spotless.    

 Take a picture of your vehicle/s and send it to you along with an evaluation card, 

recommendations and date for your next appointment depending on what kind of wax or nano 

sealant we put on your driving machine they usually last 4-6 months only. I also will discuss our 

monthly service PMD if needed. 

 
PMD  (Preventative Car Health/Maintenance Detail) 
 

 If your vehicle is in very good condition, which it should be after we have done it, and you 

want to keep it that way.  I recommend our Preventative Maintenance Detail.  This specialized 

detailing service will condition and prepare your vehicle to hold up to the worst of the 

damaging effects of daily use.  Our PMD is the supreme in vehicle preservation service and its 

affordable. You can read more about in on the services link on the website or call me at 877 

503 5335 to discuss a weekly or bi monthly option. 

 

 


